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Fabrice, NABET
From: openair1b-all-request@lists.eurecom.fr on behalf of Fabrice, NABET <Fabrice.NABET@alcatelonetouch.com>Sent: 22 September 2016 11:16To: sreekanth@iith.ac.in; patrick.robert@syrtem.com; Haithem, BILEL; Gabriel Couturier; Calvin, WANG(WMD WIL WIL SH-SH-TCT); knopp; 'Rohit GUPTA'Cc: 'openair1b-all@lists.eurecom.fr'; Pierre, BONNARD; Caroline, JACTATSubject: [OAI 1B] development meeting 20160922 - Minutes

 Dear all,  Please find minutes of OAI 1B development meeting which happened today.  Present : To List   Agenda: •             Feature milestones :                                                                       •             Software baseline :       •             Bug/Issue tracking •             Miscellaneous   Feature milestones review : 
 General :  Gitlab Eurecom for 1B project : https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai1B/openairinterface5g  Reminder : for any feature, Feature Prime shall be ensure the following milestones : - Technical Note and date for starting review - Plan for tests - Code Complete date - Date of delivery ready : tests are done and dev can be provided to integrator for merge in GIT  

Feature Developers Prime 
L2 UL/DL data procedure finalization Calvin (TCL SH) + L3#1 Calvin 
3GPP Rel9/10 CR alignment Fabrice (TCL FR) + L3#1 + PHY#1(ITTH ?) Fabrice 
SRS Raymond (Eurecom) Raymond 
Phy Measurements : Periodic CQI/PMI and PUCCH 2/2a/2b Raymond (Eur) + IITH ? Raymond 
Paging Raymond(Eur) Raymond 
MIMO Eurecom(Raymond, Elena) + Haithem(TCL FR) + L2 + Wilson(ASTRI) 

Haithem 

DRX 2TCL FR(TBD) + Calvin (TCL SH) + L3#1 TCL FR (TBD) 
Carrier Aggregation TCL FR(TBD) + Calvin(TCL SH) + L3#1 + PHY#1(IITH ?) TBD 
RRC ReEstablishment Fabrice(TCL FR) + L3#2 + PHY#1 Fabrice 
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 OAI1B Software delivery highlight: 
 SW1 :     2016wk 39 (end of September) 3GPP Rel9/10 alignment,  or even Rel13 alignment (at least for ASN1, Eurecom proposal) L2 UL/DL stabilization SRS Periodic CQI/PMI and PUCCH 2/2a/2b  
 SW2:      2016wk 43 (end of October) Paging MIMO DL 2 Layers  
 SW2:      2016wk 52 (end of December) DRX RRC ReEstablishment Carrier Aggregation LTE mobility (if enough ressources and time)   L2 stabilizaton  TN : can be finalized and submit on Gitlab Coding: PDCP discard could be completed by the end of week BSR and DRB : Issue created in TCL Gitlab, code review on going. Target End review end of net week. Tests: BSR complete DRB and PDCP discard: on going.  3GPP alignment  L2: TN to be put on Gitlab this week  PHY: TN sent to mailing list. Review on going. L3: TN on going   Periodic CQI/PMI and PUCCH 2x   Current changes are on harmony branch, they could be extracted in a new branch. Phy procedures still missing To be discussed internally  Paging  Changes are on harmony branch and there is no point to extract them to current develop1B Merge of harmony to develop will be a prerequite to the feature.  Merge on going : eNB tests to be done by Eurecom and the community UE tests to be handled by TCL+partners (Autotests UE alpha version available) + Eurecom  Paging testing: to check with CMW500, and whether Paging messages can be checked on Wireshark with the Wireshark LTE dissector (may require additional changes in OAI UE)   SRS  No update 
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  MIMO  Haithem: Dev was delayed due to Attach tests and internal TCL business travel Main roadmap (from Florian’s minutes of an internal work meeting): roadmap:   - 1. [Elena] merge branch develop into tm4 and launch a regression test with existing testcases (check with Rohit)   - 2. [Florian] merge branch tm4 to develop: target: 22.9.   - 3. [Haithem] merge develop into oai_1b: oai_1b now has all TM3/TM4 RX code.   - 4. [Haithem - 1B branch] integrate TM3/4 receiver from dlsim (PDCCH+PDSCH) into phy_procedures_ue_rx:   - 5. [Florian - develop?] integrate TM3/4 transmitter from dlsim (PDCCH+PDSCH) into phy_procedures_eNB_tx:   - 6. [Florian & Raymond] merge develop into harmony: this will break TM3/TM4 in dlsim, but this will be fixed once everything is merged again  According to Raymond, Elena’s changes on dlsim are still not on develop branch 
 to be discussed.  Carrier Aggregation  Syrtem to send draft of document to Raymond. Syrtem will organize a review meeting with Raymond and Eurecom.  Software baseline 
 TCL repository : all ASTRI fixes are pushed to server, to be used in the develop1B baseline.  Bug/Issue tracking 
 TCL will duplicate ASTRI’s issues on 1B repository and expect to deliver their fixes on their behalf   Miscellaneous 
 Autotests UE ready for alpha tests : TCL FR and Eurecom to try  https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai1B/openairinterface5g/wikis/AutoTestsUE    Fabrice   
Fabrice NABET 
Software Engineer  
5G Program 
O: +33 4 93 00 81 25  
M:+33 6 37 16 80 20 
mailto:fabrice.nabet@alcatelonetouch.com 
Skype: fabrice.nabet@alcatelonetouch.com   
TCT Mobile Europe S.A.S. 
EURECOM 
Campus SophiaTech 
450 Route des Chappes 06410 BIOT SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS 
FRANCE  
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